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Abstract

In the course of our work on capillary electrochromatography (CEC) we, as others, have found strong evidence that flow
in pores of particles can be significant. Its magnitude relative to the interstitial flow is characterized by the flow reduction
factor,v. Indirect evidence for pore flow was obtained much earlier by others, when it was noted that plate height, especially
the C-term part, was significantly smaller in electrically driven (ED) than in pressure drive (PD) systems. This was
interpreted as enhanced mass transfer, for which the intra-particle flow was held responsible. More direct evidence was
produced by us when the size-exclusion (SEC) behaviour of polymers was studied in ED systems. It was found that the
effect of exclusion on migration velocity could vanish entirely, and large and small molecules were co-eluted. This can only
be explained ifv approaches 1; flow within the pores being as large as the interstitial flow. Indeed, consideration of double
layer overlap indicated thatv-values close to 1 can often be expected in CEC. These large valuesv inspired us to reconsider
the effect of pore flow on the mass transfer term. We have arrived at the conclusion that enhanced mass transfer cannot
explain in itself the extremely small values for the reduced plate height,h, (,1) observed especially for weakly retained
solutes. In fact, when the pore flow is equal in magnitude to the interstitial flow, an unretained solute moves as fast within
the particle as in the interstices; there is no non-equilibrium generated and a mass transfer term inh is not expected. For the
migration of the solute the system is essentially uniform. Thus, apart from the mass transfer enhancement, another factor
plays a role in the decrease of theh-values. We have attempted to derive a suitable expression for this effect. Some results
are presented here. In one approach the situation is compared to that of an open tubular column with moving
pseudo-stationary phase on the wall, an experiment that has actually been carried out by Krejci et al., or with micellar
electrokinetic chromatography. In that case the plate height is easily derived. The result says that the plate height is
proportional to the square of velocity difference between the two zones. However, the analogy is not perfect, and another
approach suggests a direct proportionality rather than a square law one. Finally, a more refined treatment could be made only
for a slab, not for a sphere. Extrapolation of this result to a sphere is put forward as a tentative expression for this effect.
 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1 . Introduction be influenced when there is flow within the particles.
As far as we know the first indications of this

Plate heights in liquid chromatography (LC) with phenomena were obtained by size exclusion chro-
columns packed with porous particles are known to matographic (SEC) experiments (where large mole-

cules and corresponding large pores are both pres-
ent), by van Kreveld and van den Hoed [1,2], as well*Corresponding author. Tel.:131-20-525-6539; fax:131-20-
as by Kirkland [3].525-5604.
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were correctly interpreted as due to the enhanced combining the effect of pore structure in a correction
mass transfer brought about by the convection within factor (‘‘tortuosity factor’’, etc.) for the diffusion
the particle. It is no coincidence that this phenom- coefficient is common practice.
enon was observed with high molecular mass solutes Furthermore, we exclude from the discussion mass
as separated in SEC: the diffusion coefficients are transfer effect in the interstitial space. These effects
very small. That is, equilibration of the particle are often not included in plate height equations.
content by diffusion is slow, and even a small Also, they can be treated independently [10] and
enhancement by convection will speed up this pro- added later as contributions to the plate height. The
cess and lead to smaller plate heights. Pressure same holds for slow kinetics.
driven intraparticle convection is very small com- Under this set of conditions ‘‘C-term’’ refers
pared to the interstitial velocity; the ratio will be exclusively to the dispersion brought about by the
roughly given by the ratio of the squares of pore size slow equilibration within the particle, the equilibra-
and interstices. Even with 10-mm particles and 100- tion involving internal flow and diffusion exclusive-
nm pores this ratio is below 1003 /(9 /4)3252000. ly, with infinitely fast distribution.

In later years the intraparticle convection was The intraparticle flow it is assumed to be uniform
known under the name perfusion, and perfusion in magnitude and to be in the longitudinal direction.
chromatography [4] was developed in order to That is basically incorrect, as has been shown
enhance speed of separation, especially of bio-mole- [7,8,11]. However, we believe that this assumption
cules. This was done using particles with a bimodal may affect the numerical values occurring in some
pore size distribution; the group of large pores relations, but does not obscure the functional shape
allowed fast flow through the structure, while the of these relations.
group of small pores allowed for sufficient surface Intraparticle flow received renewed interest after
area and sample capacity. Numerous papers have electrically driven chromatography (‘‘capillary elec-
appeared on the theory of mass transfer enhancement trochromatography’’, CEC) was studied extensively.
by diffusion [5–8]. In many articles [12–17] the improved efficiency in

In this contribution the focus is on a particular part CEC as compared to (packed) capillary LC (CLC)
of the C-term, that caused by the slow mass transfer was attributed in the first place to the better flow
within the particle. In order to arrive at practical, not uniformity in flow channels between the particles, as
too complicated, expressions the following assump- originally pointed out in seminal papers by Pretorius
tions have been made: the particle structure is such and Knox [18–20]. In the second place, and more
that it can be considered from the point of view of important in the present context, it was indicated that
dispersion as uniform. The phenomena in the particle in-particle flow could also be responsible for the
can be described as if the latter consisted of a improved plate heights. Such flow could easily exist
uniform phase, with a distribution coefficient,K0, when the double layer overlap within the pores of the
towards the interstitial fluid, and a diffusion coeffi- particle [20,21] is still moderate. Originally this was
cient,D0. All details of the pore structure (dead ends, postulated [22] especially for large solute molecules
broad pore size distribution, constrictions, etc.) are with slow diffusion within the particles. In the latter
believed to be taken into account properly by case the enhancement of mass transfer, the perfusion
appropriate values for the two coefficientsK0 and effect, becomes important at small internal flows.
D0. The situation became even more complicated

The uniformity also implies that kinetics of the when it was found that internal flow could be as
phase equilibrium is assumed to be infinitely fast. large as the flow in the flow channels [12,14,23].

Of course this set of assumptions is rather drastic. This, in the first place would mean that the perfusion
However they seem not to be unreasonable for e.g. effect could more easily be important also for small
reversed-phase chromatography (RPC) of small molecules [24]. In the second place, as also dis-
molecules, since such assumptions have been suc- cussed in Ref. [24], with such high internal flow-
cessfully applied [9]. For instance, kinetic effects are rates another effect on the plate height, in addition to
rarely observed in RPC of small molecules, and the perfusion effect, comes into play: the smaller the
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velocity difference between mobile zone (the inter- k95 (2´ 1´ k0) /(´ 1´ )in out in outstices) and stationary zone (the particles), the less
D05g D /(11 k )sz m Inon-equilibrium is generated, and the less important

the mass transfer between these two zones becomes.whereg is the tortuosity of the pore space in thesz
Ultimately, when the migration velocity in the adsorbent,k is the internal retention factor, ratio ofI
particles equals the velocity outside the particles, masses in the adsorbent surface and in the adsorbent
there is no C-term contribution left (within the pore liquid, ´ is the volume fraction of theout
assumptions indicated above). In that extreme the interstices between the particles,´ is the volumein
system is, for the migration of the solute, uniform, fraction of the pores within the particles, andv05
and indistinguishable from a open tube. This second v /(11 k ).I
effect will be indicated in the sequel as ‘‘equilibrium Conversions that complicate equations will be
effect’’ (for lack of a better expression). A theory on avoided as much as possible.
the plate height, when it is to be used for cases with Symbolic as well as numerical calculations were
high internal velocities, should include the equilib- carried on a PC with Pentium processor with 32 Mb
rium effect, whereas it should also be able to RAM, using Mathematica version 4.0 (Wolfram
describe the above-mentioned perfusion effect. Research, Champaign, IL, USA).

In this contribution an attempt is made to develop
such a theory, without resorting to full numerical
simulation of the chromatographic transport process

3 . Results
[11].

In Ref. [24] the perfusion effect was taken from
the work of Rodrigues [6]. In that work the enhanced
mass transfer brought about by internal flow was2 . Methods and conventions
treated by using a enhancement factor,f, applied to
the diffusion coefficient, equal to:

Frequent use will be made of double-primed
symbols, borrowed from the work by Knox and Scott n 1i

] ]]]]]f(n )5 ? (1)[9], such as K0, k0, D0, and v0 (note that, un- i 18 Coth(n /6)2 6/ni i
fortunately, in Ref. [24] the double primedk (k0) had
another meaning). These are used when the station- wheref is the enhancement factor, ratio of the mass
ary zone [9] (including pore liquid within the transfer rates in the presence and in the absence of
adsorbent as well as adsorbent surface) is treated, as internal flow,n is the reduced internal velocity,i

indicated, as a uniform phase. The mobile zone is the equal tou d /D0, d is the particle size andD0 isi p p

liquid between the particles, or outside the adsorbent the diffusion coefficient within the particle.
layer, and does not include the pore liquid. In detail: Eq. (1) has not been derived rigorously by Rod-
K0 is the mean concentration within the particle rigues, but it is accepted as a reasonable approxi-
(counting its whole volume),q, over the concen- mation.
tration in the interstices,c; k0 is the mass in the The equilibrium effect was treated in Ref. [24] by
particles over the mass in the interstices;D0 is the considering a modified mass balance equation for the
mean diffusion coefficient in the particle, i.e. the mobile zone, i.e. with the longitudinal coordinate,z,
ratio of the mass flux and the gradient in the mean as the independent variable:
concentration;v is the flow ratio, flow velocity in

≠c ≠q ≠c ≠q
the particles over that in the interstices;v0 is that ] ] ] ]´ 1´ 5 2´ u 2´ u (2)out in out out in in≠t ≠t ≠z ≠z
ratio of migration rates in the particle and in the
interstices. wherec is the solute concentration,t is time, u isout

The conversions of double primed parameters into the interstitial velocity,u is the internal migrationin

regular ones or vice versa is straightforward; e.g. for velocity, equal ton /(11 k ), v is the internal fluidin I in

an LSC or RPC system: velocity, andk is the internal retention factor, massI
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adsorbed over mass in liquid phase in the pores and this was indeed the equation solved in Refs.
within the particles. [5,24] by the Laplace method, with boundary con-

This equation was solved in Ref. [24] in the dition:
] ]→ →Laplace domain, withc c and q q, taking the← ← q(d /2)5K0c(z) (5A)] ] prelation betweenc andq as being the same as when

there is no internal flow, i.e. neglecting the perfusion and
effect. The argument there was that the perfusion

q9(0)5 0 (5B)effect can be taken into account later, i.e. by
substituting a value forD0 in agreement with Eq. leading to a time constant for the equilibration of the
(1). In this way, after uncoupling of the perfusive particle with its surrounding mobile phase equal to:
and equilibrium effect, the result for the mass

2dptransfer contribution to the plate height,H , was:c ]t 51/60 (6)D0
Hc

which is independent of the flow ratio,v. However,2d ´ ´ (11 k ) (11 k 2v) u 1p in out I I 0 one would expectt to approach zero whenu in]]]]]]]]]]]]]]5 2 f(n )30D (´ 1´ ) g (11 k9) (´ 1´ v) i approachesu (see above).m in out sz out in out

With u ,.0 it is in the first place important toin(3)
replace Eq. (4) by:

wherev is the flow ratio,n /n , d is the particlein out p
2diameter,u is the migration velocity of the unre- ≠q ≠q ≠ q 1 ≠q0

] ] ] ]]1 u 5D0 1 (7)S Din 2tained,g is the tortuosity factor for diffusion within ≠t ≠z r ≠rsz ≠r
the particle andk9 is the retention factor.

as indicated earlier [5], losing the spherical symme-Eq. (3) reduces to the classical equation for liquid
try in the system. However, we are now also inclinedsolid chromatography [cf. Giddings [10], p. 158, Eq.
to believe that in that case the boundary conditions(4.5.26)] for v→0. It also is satisfactory in that it
for Eq. (7) have to be changed, such that thepredicts a zero value forH when the migration rates
longitudinal gradient in c, ≠c /≠z, is taken intoin both zones are the same, i.e. whenv 5 11 k . AsI
account.shown in Ref. [24], it gives a reasonable agreement

Although as yet we have found no way to solvewith experimental results, that indeed showed very
Eq. (7) with these boundary conditions in terms ofsmall values forH when the retention factor (and
the Laplace transform for finding the moments of thewith that k ) approached zero, under conditionsI
elution curve, Eq. (7) as it is reveals the importantwhere high internal flow was present.
point: the RHS of both Eqs. (4) and (7) gives theHowever, there are two, probably related, prob-
curvature in thec-dependence onr. It is exactly thislems with Eq. (2) and its derivation. The first is that
curvature that describes the non-equilibrium: it holdsit predicts negative values forH for cases wherec
generally that with no curvature the whole particle isv . (11 k ). Negative plate heights would constituteI
in equilibrium with the surrounding mobile phasea marvellous tool in separation science, but it follows
and there is no mass transfer term. The values offrom first principles that these are impossible. We
≠q /≠t and≠q /≠z are opposite in sign. Thus, omittingsuppose at this stage that the occurrence of the factor
the second term in Eq. (6) must lead to too low(11 k 2v) in Eq. (3) is incorrect and broughtI
values for curvature and time constant. This is takenabout by the artificial uncoupling of the perfusive
care of in Rodrigues’ treatment by inserting≠q /≠z,and equilibrium effects. This can be clarified as
leading to the expression Eq. (1). In addition,follows.
however, using the proper boundary condition has anThe mass balance within the particle without flow
effect in the same direction. When neglecting thecan be written as:
longitudinal gradient, and takingq(d /2)5K0c(d /pi pi2

≠q ≠ q 1 ≠q 2), the mean value of≠q /≠z is by definition zero,] ] ]]5D0 1 (4)S D2≠t r ≠r≠r whereas in reality the longitudinal gradient inc is
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2accompanied by a matching longitudinal gradient in 2d k0f 2]]]]]the particle concentrationq. Thus, when one does H 5 (u 2 u ) /u (10)2 out in m3D0 (11 k0)take the gradient into account in the boundary
condition, the curvature inq becomes even smaller. with u being the migration velocity. It holdsm
Eventually, when the migration velocities inside and

u 1 k0uoutside the particle are equal, one can conjecture that out in
]]]]u 5 (11)m 11 k0the whole LHS of Eq. (7) vanishes. Indeed, in first

order it holds ≠q /≠t 5 2 u ≠q /≠z, and formigration so that, after substitutingv u for u and someout in
u 5 u the LHS vanishes. The time course ofmigration in rearrangement:
q then mirrors thec-time course, irrespective of the

2 2rate of mass transfer (and also the Laplace trans- 2d k0 (211v0)f
]]]]]]]]]H 5 u (12)2 outforms have the same shape). 3D0 (11 k0v0)(11 k0)

This equation is satisfactory in that it does not3 .1. The open tubular analog
predict negativeH, while it does predict zeroH for
v051. It cannot be compared directly to Eq. (3), asIn view of the difficult mathematics arising from
it is in double-primed terms, suitable for liquid–Eq. (7), we looked for easier-to-handle systems that
liquid chromatography, with no stagnant mobilecould have the same characteristics. One of them is
phase in the pores. Also for practical applicationsthe open tubular column, with a moving stationary
and optimization studies,u should be rearrangedliquid phase at the wall (OTML). Interestingly out

into u , the migration velocity of an unretainedenough, such a system has been studied experimen- 0

marker. Both conversions to a LSC form are straight-tally [25]. For such a system the perfusion effect is
forward, but are not given here in order not toabsent, as the migration vector in the stationary layer
interrupt the argument.is perpendicular to the direction of mass transfer.

We have no doubts that Eq. (12), after suchHowever, the equilibrium effect should be there.
conversion, could be used also for OT cases whereThe plate height for the OTML using a liquid–
the stationary phase at the wall does not move itself,liquid system (LL) is easily derived in terms of
but rather a migration with velocityu , occurs indouble-primed variables (i.e. directly applicable to in

this zone. It would therefore be tempting to use aLLC). When we use a moving coordinate in the
modified Eq. (12), withd replaced byd , and at thez-direction with a velocity equal to that of the f p

same time replacing 2/3 by 1/30, for the packed‘‘stationary’’ layer, u , the classical theory can bein
m column case we are interested in.applied. The plate height in the moving system,H ,

Of course, this approach would not be satisfactory,is:
as the perfusion effect would not be taken into

22d k0fm account. Also, using the result for the contiguous]]]]]H 5 (u 2 u ) (8)2 out in3D0 zone that the wall coated layer constitutes to the(11 k0)
non-contiguous zone of many particles fixed in

where k0 is the retention factor for an LL system, position appears a bit precarious. Therefore we
ratio of the masses of solute in the stationary zone postpone this to after a later section.
and the mobile zone. Eq. (7) predicts a position

2 m m*variance, s , after a time t, of H z , orz travelled 3 .2. Slab-formed stationary zonemH t(u 2 u ) /(11 k0):out in

2 A geometry which can be handled mathematically2d k0f2 2]]]]]s 5 (u 2 u ) t (9) is that of a slab of stationary zone, closed at the facesz 3 out in3D0 (11 k0)
(flat or cylindrical) parallel to thez-direction, and

This variance corresponds in the fixed coordinate open for diffusion and flow at the upstream and
2 2system to a plate height,H 5s /z , or s /(u downstream faces. This model has been used earlierz travelled z m

t): by Rodrigues et al. [5], be it without taking the
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]longitudinal concentration gradient into account for functions, containingn , which is u d /D0, K0, c(z)i in s
]the boundary condition. The system is a bit difficult andc9(z).

]conceptually, as in a not-too-complicated treatment The functionc(z) was symbolically integrated over
one should assume the mobile phase to be uniform z from 2 d /2 to d /2 in order to find the means s

]laterally, and that it has the same velocity through- value in the slab, which then containedc(z) as well
]out, which is difficult to imagine in Fig. 1 and would asc9(z).

violate i.a. the continuity equation for the liquid. Next an equation equivalent to Eq. (7) for the
]However, the same difficulties arise in any known mobile zone was used. As this contains dq /dz and

] ]treatment of mass transfer in and around a sphere, asq(z) contains dc /dz, the equation was second order in
in packed columns, and we believe that the model z. The solution could be found. Time moments were
yields some useful insight. found using the method of van der Laan [26] from

]Finding the plate height for this system was the Laplace transformc(z) and these were converted
carried out via the Laplace domain as follows. The into a plate height. The result is:
differential mass balance was written as:

2 2d k0 (211v0) 1s
2] ] ]]]]]]]]]]]H 5 u (15)2 out≠q ≠ q 6D0 (11 k0v0) f9(n )] (11 k0) i] ]s q 1 u 5D0 (13)in 2≠z ≠z

wheref9(P) is
As boundary conditions we used:

n 11] ] ] ] ]]]]]f9(n )5 ? (16)iq(d /2)5K0 (c(z)1 d /2 c9(z)) (14A)s s 6 Coth(n /2)22/n1 i

and f9(n ) a mass transfer enhancement factor, analogousi

] ] ] to the ones introduced by Rodrigues et al. for a slabq(2d /2)5K0 (c(z)2 d /2c9(z)) (14B)s s and a sphere [5].
]thus assuming that a linear approximation ofc(z) is Eq. (15) surprisingly is the same as Eq. (12) for

]sufficient, but more accurate than takingK0 c(z) for the OT analog, except for the numerical factor,
]both boundaries [5]. The solution found forq(z) is a which is four times smaller, and the presence of the

complicated function with exponentials or hyperbolic factorf9(n ). We found this surprising, as thei

stationary zone migration in the OT case proceeds
through a contiguous zone, while here the migration
in a slab (and sphere) stationary zone is interrupted
each time the solute reaches the end of the particle.

Accepting this behaviour as correct, the first
difference between the slab case and the OT case is
simply a result of the differing geometry and the
boundary conditions: for the slab, with no internal
flow the symmetry around the middle of the slab

]imposes dq /dz50, the same as the boundary con-
dition for the coated layer at the outer wall.

The second difference is more important. The
additional factor strongly resembles the factor Eq.
(1) found for spheres by Rodrigues et al. Eq. (16)
holds for a slab closed at the longitudinal walls. Both
expressions, (1) and (16), approach unity whenni

goes to zero, so that the classical C-term equations
are recovered. In (1) the argument of the Cosh is
n /6, whereas this isn /2 in Eq. (16). Rodrigues’Fig. 1. Stationary zone in the form of a slab, with uniform flow in i i

mobile zone. expression for a sphere gives a much slower increase
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with v . The reasoning to explain this can be found equilibrium and the perfusion effect respectively.i

in Ref. [5]. Briefly, the time constants of equilibra- Which of the two is more important for the decrease
tion by convection/migration on the one hand and by in plate height depends strongly on the diffusion
diffusion on the other hand are compared. In a coefficient and on the retention factor. The larger the
sphere, diffusion is much faster than in the model retention, the less important is the equilibrium effect.
slab, because of the larger open area and the shorter The importance of the perfusion effect, 1 /f(n )i
mean distance. Quantitative calculation yields the depends exclusively on the absolute value ofn ,i
factor 1/3 needed to arrive atv /6 as the argument which, at least for LSC with diffusion in the liquidi

in Eq. (1). pore liquid exclusively (no surface diffusion [9,27]),
is independent of the retention factor.

3 .3. A final expression

4 . DiscussionWe tentatively propose as the most appropriate
expression for the C-term one based on Eq. (15),

2 2 Although we have no formal proof, we believewith 1/6 d /D0 replaced by 1/30d and the slabs p
that a reasonable expression for the effect of poreenhancement factorf9(n ) by Rodrigues’ expressioni
flow on the C-term has been derived. For practical[6] for f(n ) for the sphere:i
purposes it may not differ much from that presented

2 2d in Ref. [24]; however, it is free, as far as we can see,k0 (211v0) 1p
]]]]]]]]]]]H 5 u (17)2 out from an internal inconsistency. It also predicts the30D (11 k0v0) f(n )(11 k0) i

right behaviour in extreme cases. For instance, when
with f(v ) as in Eq. (1). the pore flow is opposite in sign but equal to thei

This equation would combine reasonable behav- interstitial flow, the equation predicts, for the unre-
iour at v0→1, whereas the perfusion effect is taken tained, infinite values forH . This is correct, asc

into account properly, i.e. in agreement with Eq. (1). under such conditions the peak does not move, it
Note that the expression is simply a product of an only spreads out, and the ratio of variance and

2equation such as Eq. (11) (replacing 2/3d by 1/30 travelled distance becomes infinite. Another extremef
2d ) and 1/f(v ), so that we conclude that separation is whenv is equal to (11k ), in which case the massp i I

of equilibrium and perfusion effect seems to be transfer term is zero. In this situation the solute
possible after all. migrates as fast in the interstices as in the adsorbent

The form of Eq. (17) is only directly suitable for zone. In fact, separation takes place in the adsorbent,
LL systems. For LSC systems, it is better brought in with the transport in the interstices being an un-
the same form as Eq. (3), expressingk0 in k9, D0 as necessary complication. The separation in the ad-
g D /(11 k ), v in u , u and k . The result is sorbent is equivalent to the separation in a monolith.sz m I in out I

This extreme is of course artificial; it is doubtful if
2 2d ´ (11 k 2v) 1p in I one could ever approach this situation for a retained]]]]]]]]]]]]]H 5 uc 02 230g D (´ 1´ ) f(n )(11 k9) (11´ /´ v)sz m in out i component in practice. It is therefore more useful toin out

consider the consequences that Eqs. (18) and (19)(18)
would bring about for cases wherev approaches 1, a
situation we have seen quite regularly in our insti-When Eq. (19) is compared with the one valid
tute. With k953, and ´ 5´ 50.4, the improve-in out[10] in the absence of pore flow, i.e. Eq. (3) with
ment in the plate height as given by the first part ofv50, a difference by a factor:
Eq. (19) can amount to roughly a factor of 4 whenv

2 approaches 1. For a small molecule, a velocity of(11 k 2v) 1I
]]]]]]]]] (19)2 2 4 mm/s, and a particle size of 5mm, the second partf(n )(11´ /´ v) (11 k ) iin out I can give another factor 1.5
is noted. An important limitation of the present proposal

The two parts of Eq. (19) correspond to the should be mentioned. It has been shown by study of
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